Total Protection, Eliminate the Risk

PackageCARE™ represents the greatest value for asset management by transferring operational risk to Ingersoll Rand. We are responsible for scheduled maintenance, as well as using predictive and analytical tools to help prevent unexpected interruptions in your production.

Get the Highest Equipment Reliability and Return on Your Maintenance Budget

- Eliminate the worry
- No interruption, no surprises
- Known budgeted costs
- 100% coverage of all repairs
- Service is always a priority
- Save on parts procurement and inventory cost
- Full risk transfer with mutual commitment
- Any term length up to 10 years

“With PackageCARE, I can turn over all the risk and maintenance so I can focus on my business.”

We Protect You

PackageCARE agreements include coverage of every component in your compressed air equipment.

Headaches, hassles and high costs…GONE!
How is PackageCARE different from other extended warranties?

- Preventative and Predictive: Warranties replace parts based on a schedule. Using real-time data analytics on your assets, replace parts when needed to prevent unnecessary downtime.
- Trustworthy Pricing: Extended warranty service agreements increase in price for parts and service labor at the will of the supplier.
- Risk Transfer: Extended warranties typically cover defects in materials and workmanship, specifically excluding wear and tear, corrosion, etc. PackageCARE covers it all.
- No Fine Print: The fine print on many extended warranties allows companies the opportunity to deny claims. Additionally, certain aspects of a repair are not covered, such as consumables or travel. With PackageCARE, there’s no fine print.
- Remote Monitoring: Assets are monitored 24/7 by our global service team, quickly detecting when a problem or anomaly exists and begins to resolve immediately.
- Flexibility: PackageCARE has more flexibility than an extended warranty. You can add older equipment, dryers and filters or include a rental compressor.
- No Surprises: Most extended warranty contract language states they can terminate for convenience. With PackageCARE, we cannot walk away.
- No Paperwork Hassles: Extended warranties require you to maintain certain records or submit information to the supplier, otherwise coverage can be denied.

Your Requirements to Participate in PackageCARE:

1. Review and sign an agreement for transferring your risk and exposure to Ingersoll Rand.
2. Submit a purchase order to Ingersoll Rand.
3. Provide access to the assets identified in the agreement.

AND...

We work on other branded equipment too! Ask your Ingersoll Rand service provider for more information.

Ingersoll Rand (NYSE:IR) advances the quality of life by creating comfortable, sustainable and efficient environments. Our people and our family of brands—including Club Car®, Ingersoll Rand®, Thermo King® and Trane®—work together to enhance the quality and comfort of air in homes and buildings, transport and protect food and perishables, and increase industrial productivity and efficiency. We are a $13 billion global business committed to a world of sustainable progress and enduring results.

Ingersoll Rand, IR, the IR logo and the PackageCare logo are trademarks of Ingersoll Rand, its subsidiaries and/or affiliates. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Ingersoll Rand compressors are not designed, intended or approved for breathing air applications. Ingersoll Rand does not approve specialized equipment for breathing air applications and assumes no responsibility or liability for compressors used for breathing air service. Nothing contained on these pages is intended to extend any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, regarding the product described herein. Any such warranties or other terms and conditions of sale of products shall be in accordance with Ingersoll Rand’s standard terms and conditions of sale for such products, which are available upon request. Product improvement is a continuing goal at Ingersoll Rand. Any designs, diagrams, pictures, photographs and specifications contained within this document are for representative purposes only and may include optional scope and/or functionality and are subject to change without notice or obligation.